
The Warm and Rich Sound of Martin OM-28E Acoustic
Guitars

Overview of the Martin OM-28E guitar The Martin OM-28E is a beautifully crafted acoustic-
electric guitar that offers exceptional sound quality and playability. It's part of Martin's iconic OM
series, which was first introduced in the 1920s and has since become a favorite among
musicians of all genres.

The OM-28E features a solid Sitka spruce top and solid East Indian rosewood back and sides,
providing a warm and balanced tone that is well-suited for a wide range of playing styles. The
guitar also features a sleek and comfortable modified low oval neck profile, making it easy to
play for extended periods of time.

In addition to its exceptional acoustic sound, the OM-28E is also equipped with Fishman Aura
VT Enhance electronics, which allow you to plug in and play in any live or recording setting. This
makes it an ideal choice for musicians who need a versatile instrument that can handle a variety
of performance situations.

The OM-28E's construction and design features The OM-28E is built with Martin's signature
attention to detail and quality craftsmanship. The guitar features a solid Sitka spruce top, which
provides a bright and clear sound, as well as solid East Indian rosewood back and sides, which
add warmth and depth to the tone.

The guitar's modified low oval neck profile is designed for maximum playability, with a smooth
and comfortable feel that allows for easy chord changes and complex fingerpicking patterns.
The neck is also equipped with a high-performance taper, which provides added comfort and
ease of playability.

The OM-28E's design also includes a traditional hand-fitted dovetail neck joint, which provides
exceptional stability and resonance, as well as a tortoise-colored pickguard, which adds to the
guitar's classic look and protects the top from scratches and dings.

The unique sound characteristics of the OM-28E The Martin OM-28E is known for its
exceptional sound quality, with a warm and balanced tone that is well-suited for a wide range of
musical styles. The guitar's solid Sitka spruce top provides a bright and clear sound, while its
solid East Indian rosewood back and sides add warmth and depth to the tone.

The guitar's modified low oval neck profile and high-performance taper also contribute to its
unique sound characteristics, providing a comfortable and easy-to-play feel that allows for
expressive playing.

Additionally, the Fishman Aura VT Enhance electronics system allows you to amplify the guitar's
natural sound without sacrificing its unique tonal qualities. This makes the OM-28E an ideal
choice for musicians who need a guitar that can handle both acoustic and amplified playing
situations.
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Martin OM-28E: A Modern Take on a Classic Guitar

The history of the Martin OM-28 guitar The Martin OM-28 is a classic guitar that has been in
production since the 1930s. The OM stands for "Orchestra Model," and the guitar was originally
designed for use in orchestras and other ensemble settings. The OM-28 quickly gained
popularity among musicians of all genres, and it has since become one of Martin's most iconic
and beloved models.

The OM-28 is known for its balanced tone and exceptional playability, thanks in part to its
smaller body size and shorter scale length. These features make the OM-28 an ideal choice for
fingerstyle playing and other intricate playing styles.

Features of the modern OM-28E model The Martin OM-28E is a modern take on the classic
OM-28, with a number of features that make it a versatile and high-performance instrument.
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One of the most notable features of the OM-28E is its Fishman Aura VT Enhance electronics
system, which allows you to plug in and play in any live or recording setting.

The OM-28E also features a sleek and comfortable modified low oval neck profile, which is
designed for maximum playability and comfort. The guitar's solid Sitka spruce top and solid East
Indian rosewood back and sides provide a warm and balanced tone, while the hand-fitted
dovetail neck joint and high-performance taper ensure exceptional stability and resonance.

The OM-28E also features a number of design elements that pay tribute to the classic OM-28,
including a tortoise-colored pickguard and vintage-style tuners. These elements add to the
guitar's classic look and feel, while also ensuring exceptional performance and durability.

Comparison of the OM-28E to other Martin models The Martin OM-28E is a unique instrument
that offers a blend of classic design and modern features. When compared to other Martin
models, the OM-28E stands out for its exceptional playability, versatility, and high-performance
electronics system.

Compared to the non-electric OM-28 model, the OM-28E offers the added benefit of Fishman
Aura VT Enhance electronics, which allow you to plug in and play in any live or recording
setting. The OM-28E also features a modified low oval neck profile, which some players may
find more comfortable than the standard OM-28 neck profile.

When compared to the Martin D-28, another popular Martin model, the OM-28E offers a more
balanced tone and a smaller body size, which may be preferable for players who prefer a more
compact instrument. The D-28, on the other hand, offers a larger body size and a more robust,
bass-heavy tone.

Overall, the Martin OM-28E is a unique instrument that offers a blend of classic design and
modern features, making it an ideal choice for musicians of all genres and playing styles.

Martin OM-28E Acoustic-Electric Guitars: Versatility and
Playability

The OM-28E's acoustic and electric features The Martin OM-28E is a versatile acoustic-electric
guitar that offers exceptional sound quality and playability in both acoustic and amplified
settings. The guitar is equipped with Fishman Aura VT Enhance electronics, which allow you to
plug in and play in any live or recording situation.

In addition to its high-performance electronics, the OM-28E also features a solid Sitka spruce
top and solid East Indian rosewood back and sides, providing a warm and balanced acoustic
tone that is well-suited for a wide range of playing styles. The guitar's sleek and comfortable
modified low oval neck profile also contributes to its exceptional playability and ease of use.

The benefits of the OM-28E's design for live performances The Martin OM-28E is a popular
choice among musicians who need a versatile and high-performance guitar for live
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performances. The guitar's Fishman Aura VT Enhance electronics system allows you to plug in
and play in any live setting, with exceptional clarity and sound quality.

The OM-28E's smaller body size and shorter scale length also make it an ideal choice for
playing live, as it's easier to maneuver on stage and less likely to feed back in high-volume
situations. Additionally, the guitar's solid construction and hand-fitted dovetail neck joint ensure
exceptional stability and resonance, even when played at high volumes.

Comparison of the OM-28E to other acoustic-electric guitars When compared to other acoustic-
electric guitars, the Martin OM-28E stands out for its exceptional sound quality and playability.
The guitar's Fishman Aura VT Enhance electronics system provides exceptional clarity and
tonal balance, while its solid Sitka spruce top and solid East Indian rosewood back and sides
offer a warm and balanced acoustic tone.

Compared to other guitars in its price range, the OM-28E also offers exceptional playability, with
a sleek and comfortable modified low oval neck profile and high-performance taper. These
features make the OM-28E an ideal choice for musicians who need a versatile and high-
performance guitar for both acoustic and amplified playing situations.
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Martin OM-28E vs. OM-28: Which One Should You Choose?

Comparison of the OM-28E to the non-electric OM-28 model The Martin OM-28E and non-
electric OM-28 models are both exceptional guitars that offer exceptional sound quality and
playability. When choosing between the two models, it's important to consider your individual
playing needs and preferences.

One of the biggest differences between the two models is the OM-28E's Fishman Aura VT
Enhance electronics system. While this system provides exceptional sound quality and
versatility, it also adds to the guitar's overall weight and complexity. If you don't plan on using
the guitar in amplified situations, the non-electric OM-28 may be a better choice.
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Another key difference between the two models is the neck profile. The OM-28E features a
modified low oval neck profile, which some players may find more comfortable than the
standard OM-28 neck profile. However, this is largely a matter of personal preference, and both
neck profiles are designed for maximum playability and comfort.

Differences in sound, playability, and price When it comes to sound and playability, the OM-28E
and non-electric OM-28 are very similar. Both guitars feature a solid Sitka spruce top and solid
East Indian rosewood back and sides, providing a warm and balanced tone that is well-suited
for a wide range of playing styles.

In terms of price, the OM-28E is typically more expensive than the non-electric OM-28 model,
due in part to its high-performance electronics system. However, the OM-28E's added versatility
and ease of use may make it worth the additional cost for some players.

Factors to consider when choosing between the two models When choosing between the Martin
OM-28E and non-electric OM-28 models, there are a few key factors to consider. First, consider
whether you plan on using the guitar in amplified situations, as the OM-28E's Fishman Aura VT
Enhance electronics system may be a key factor in your decision.

Next, consider your individual playing needs and preferences. If you prefer a modified low oval
neck profile, the OM-28E may be a better choice. However, if you prefer a more traditional neck
profile, the non-electric OM-28 may be a better fit.

Finally, consider your budget. The OM-28E is typically more expensive than the non-electric
OM-28 model, so if cost is a key factor in your decision, the non-electric OM-28 may be the
better choice.

Martin OM-28E for Sale: Finding Your Perfect Instrument

Tips for buying a Martin OM-28E If you're in the market for a Martin OM-28E, there are a few
tips you can follow to ensure that you find the perfect instrument for your needs. First, it's
important to research different vendors and retailers to ensure that you're getting a fair price and
a quality instrument.

You should also consider your individual playing needs and preferences, and look for an
OM-28E that meets those requirements. For example, if you plan on using the guitar primarily in
amplified settings, it's important to find an OM-28E with a high-quality electronics system.

When shopping for a Martin OM-28E, it's also important to try out different guitars in person to
find the one that feels and sounds best to you. Consider visiting a local guitar store or attending
a guitar expo or festival to try out different OM-28E models and get a sense of their sound and
feel.

Where to find new and used OM-28E guitars for sale There are a variety of vendors and
retailers that sell new and used Martin OM-28E guitars. One popular option is to shop directly
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from Martin, either online or at one of their authorized dealerships.

Other popular retailers for Martin guitars include Sweetwater, Guitar Center, and Reverb. These
retailers offer a wide selection of new and used OM-28E guitars, as well as a range of pricing
options to fit different budgets.

When shopping for a used Martin OM-28E, it's important to carefully inspect the instrument for
any signs of damage or wear. Look for cracks, dents, or other signs of damage to the guitar's
body or neck, and listen for any buzzing or other sound issues that could indicate a problem
with the guitar's construction or setup.

Factors to consider when purchasing a used OM-28E When purchasing a used Martin OM-28E,
there are a few key factors to consider to ensure that you're getting a quality instrument. First,
consider the age and condition of the guitar, and look for any signs of damage or wear that
could impact its performance or longevity.

You should also consider the guitar's history, including whether it has been regularly serviced or
repaired, and whether it has been stored in a climate-controlled environment. Finally, it's
important to play the guitar in person to ensure that it sounds and feels good to you, and that it
meets your individual playing needs and preferences.

Overall, the Martin OM-28E is a versatile and high-performance guitar that is well-suited for a
wide range of playing styles and situations. Whether you're a professional musician or an
amateur hobbyist, the OM-28E is a quality instrument that is sure to provide years of enjoyment
and inspiration.

Martin OM-28E: A Guitar for Every Music Genre

The versatility of the OM-28E's sound One of the key features of the Martin OM-28E is its
versatility of sound, which makes it well-suited for a wide range of playing styles and genres.
The guitar's solid Sitka spruce top and solid East Indian rosewood back and sides provide a
warm and balanced tone that is well-suited for both fingerstyle and strumming styles.

Additionally, the OM-28E's Fishman Aura VT Enhance electronics system provides exceptional
clarity and tonal balance, making it an ideal choice for playing in amplified settings. The guitar's
sleek and comfortable neck profile also makes it easy to play complex chord progressions and
intricate melodies.

Examples of the OM-28E being used in different genres of music The Martin OM-28E is a
popular choice among musicians in a variety of different genres of music, from folk and
bluegrass to jazz and rock. In the world of bluegrass, the OM-28E is known for its exceptional
volume and projection, making it an ideal choice for playing in a band or ensemble setting.

In the world of jazz, the OM-28E's warm and balanced tone is well-suited for playing intricate
chord progressions and melodic lines. Jazz guitarists often appreciate the guitar's high-end
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clarity and smooth sustain, which allow for smooth and fluid playing.

In the world of rock, the OM-28E's versatile tone and playability make it an ideal choice for both
rhythm and lead guitar parts. The guitar's high-end clarity and sustain make it well-suited for
playing searing solos and intricate lead lines, while its warm and balanced tone makes it ideal
for strumming chords and playing rhythm parts.

Comparison of the OM-28E to other guitars in its price range When compared to other guitars in
its price range, the Martin OM-28E stands out for its exceptional sound quality and playability.
The guitar's solid Sitka spruce top and solid East Indian rosewood back and sides provide a
warm and balanced tone that is well-suited for a wide range of playing styles and genres.

Compared to other guitars in its price range, the OM-28E also offers exceptional playability, with
a sleek and comfortable modified low oval neck profile and high-performance taper. These
features make the OM-28E an ideal choice for musicians who need a versatile and high-
performance guitar for both acoustic and amplified playing situations.

Overall, the Martin OM-28E is a versatile and high-performance guitar that is well-suited for a
wide range of playing styles and genres. Whether you're a professional musician or an amateur
hobbyist, the OM-28E is a quality instrument that is sure to provide years of enjoyment and
inspiration.

How to Play the Martin OM-28E: Tips and Techniques

Basic techniques for playing the OM-28E Playing the Martin OM-28E requires a combination of
basic guitar techniques and specific techniques that are unique to the guitar's design and
construction. Some basic techniques to keep in mind when playing the OM-28E include proper
finger placement, fretting, and strumming technique.

It's also important to keep the guitar properly tuned and to maintain proper hand and wrist
posture to avoid injury and discomfort while playing. Additionally, learning to read and play from
sheet music or guitar tabs can help you master specific songs and playing styles on the
OM-28E.

Tips for getting the best sound out of the OM-28E To get the best sound out of your Martin
OM-28E, there are a few tips and techniques you can follow. First, it's important to select the
right strings for your playing style and desired sound. The OM-28E is designed to work well with
a variety of string types and gauges, so experiment with different options to find the right fit for
you.

It's also important to properly care for your guitar, including regular cleaning and maintenance.
This can help keep the guitar's sound and playability at their best, and can also help extend the
life of the instrument.

Finally, consider investing in a quality amplifier and/or effects pedals if you plan on using the
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OM-28E in amplified settings. The guitar's Fishman Aura VT Enhance electronics system
provides exceptional tonal balance and clarity, but a quality amplifier or effects pedal can help
you achieve the exact sound you're looking for.

Resources for learning how to play the OM-28E If you're new to playing the Martin OM-28E or
just looking to improve your skills, there are a variety of resources available to help you learn.
One option is to take lessons from a qualified guitar instructor, who can provide personalized
guidance and feedback to help you improve your playing.

Another option is to use online resources such as video tutorials or instructional books to learn
at your own pace. Many guitarists also find it helpful to join online forums or communities to
connect with other musicians and share tips and techniques for playing the OM-28E.

Overall, the Martin OM-28E is a versatile and high-performance guitar that is well-suited for a
wide range of playing styles and genres. With the right techniques and care, you can enjoy the
guitar's exceptional sound and playability for years to come.

Martin OM-28E: A Guitar that Will Last a Lifetime

The durability and longevity of Martin guitars Martin guitars are known for their exceptional
durability and longevity, and the OM-28E is no exception. With proper care and maintenance,
the OM-28E can last for decades, providing exceptional sound and playability throughout its
lifetime.

One reason for Martin's exceptional durability is their use of high-quality materials and
construction methods. The OM-28E is made with solid Sitka spruce and East Indian rosewood,
both of which are known for their strength and durability. Additionally, Martin uses time-tested
construction techniques, such as hand-scalloped bracing and dovetail neck joints, to ensure the
guitar's longevity and stability.

Maintenance tips for the OM-28E To ensure that your Martin OM-28E lasts a lifetime, it's
important to properly care for and maintain the instrument. This includes regular cleaning and
maintenance, as well as proper storage and handling.

To clean your OM-28E, use a soft cloth and a mild guitar cleaning solution to gently wipe down
the guitar's body and neck. Avoid using harsh chemicals or abrasive materials, as these can
damage the guitar's finish.

It's also important to store your OM-28E properly, ideally in a climate-controlled environment
with stable temperature and humidity levels. This can help prevent damage to the guitar's wood
and electronics, and can also help maintain its sound and playability over time.

Testimonials from satisfied OM-28E owners Many guitarists who own a Martin OM-28E rave
about its exceptional sound quality, playability, and durability. Here are a few testimonials from
satisfied OM-28E owners:
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"I've been playing my Martin OM-28E for over 10 years now, and it still sounds and plays
as good as the day I bought it. It's the perfect guitar for both acoustic and amplified
settings, and I love the warm and balanced tone."
"I've owned a lot of guitars over the years, but my Martin OM-28E is by far my favorite.
The craftsmanship is exceptional, and the guitar's sound and playability are top-notch."
"I've been a professional musician for over 20 years, and my Martin OM-28E has been
my go-to guitar for all of my performances and recordings. It's the perfect combination of
versatility, durability, and exceptional sound quality."

Overall, the Martin OM-28E is a guitar that is sure to provide years of enjoyment and
inspiration. With its exceptional sound quality, playability, and durability, the OM-28E is a top
choice for professional musicians and amateur hobbyists alike.
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